HEALEY CENTER INTERNATIONAL PRIZE FOR INNOVATION IN ALS

Prize Criteria

Team who made a significant advance in the ALS field impacting the development of novel therapies for ALS, including, but not limited to the following:

- A technology to identify novel targets for drug development
- A technology to advance therapy development for ALS
- Tools or targets to stratify the ALS population and improve clinical trial design
- A global, multiple disciplinary collaboration that leads to new insights into the biology of the disease and translates into novel approaches for therapy development
- A novel outcome measure to improve efficiency in clinical trials in patients with ALS
HEALEY CENTER INTERNATIONAL PRIZE FOR INNOVATION IN ALS

2020 Timeline for Submission

Release Date: May 1, 2020
Nomination Due Date: July 3, 2020
Notification to successful candidate: August 2020

Presentation of award: December 2020 Virtual Symposium on ALS/MND

Team Award: $50,000 USD
2019 PRIZE WINNERS

For discovery and development of disease modifying antisense oligonucleotide therapy for ALS

Timothy Miller, MD, PhD
Washington University
School of Medicine

Don Cleveland, PhD
Ludwig Institute
University of California at San Diego

Richard Smith, MD
Center for Neurological Study
La Jolla, CA

Toby Ferguson, MD, PhD
Biogen

Frank Bennett, PhD
Ionis Pharmaceuticals